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Mr. President, 

 

Amnesty International welcomes recommendations made by several states regarding 

the use of the death penalty in Ghana, including to establish a moratorium on 

executions and to remove the death penalty from domestic law.  However, despite a 

de facto moratorium on executions being in place in the country, Ghana is currently 

not able to act on these recommendations as explained by HE the Ambassador of 

Ghana.  Amnesty International welcomes that no executions have been carried out for 

the past 15 years, but is concerned that death sentences continue to be handed down, 

including as recently as earlier this week, and that over 100 prisoners remain on death 

row.  Amnesty International hopes that in due course the government will give full 

effect to the recommendations made and abolish the death penalty.  

 

During the review, Ghana was encouraged to complete the reform of the judicial 

system and Amnesty International would like to build on this recommendation by 

highlighting the need to urgently address the issue of prison conditions, including the 

problem of acute overcrowding.  In doing so, Amnesty International calls on the 

government to establish an effective system of records of all inmates, and to ensure 

that national and international organizations are granted access to prisons upon their 

request. 

 

Further on the need for judicial reform, Amnesty International is concerned at reports 

suggesting that the police fail to bring suspects before a judge within 48 hours of 

arrest, as guaranteed in Ghana’s Constitution.  In implementing reform of the judicial 

system, Amnesty International encourages the government to ensure that anyone held 

is charged with a recognizable criminal offence or released; and that the cases of those 

awaiting trial are regularly reviewed to ensure that their right to a fair trial within a 

reasonable time is respected.     

 

MORE INFORMATION 

 See a representative from Amnesty International deliver this statement at the 

Human Rights Council. Watch the video on: 



rtsp://webcast.un.org/ondemand/conferences/unhrc/eighth/hrc080611pm3-

eng.rm?start=00:22:07&end=00:24:18 

 

(UN webcast - www.un.org) 

 


